Thursday 2nd July
WALT section a story into paragraphs
Success Criteria
● recognise that when the subject matter in the story changes it it a new
paragraph (section)
● to find noun phrases
Task 1
You need to decide where I would separate the parts of my story into
paragraphs. Put a star where you think the different paragraphs (sections)
would be.
Sarah’s Sock
Sarah has a sock. A pink, stripy sock. It is not any old sock. It is much more
than a sock. Sarah is waiting to get on the train in West Norwood with her
family to take a trip to the woods. Sarah has had her special, soft sock for a
long time. This sock is a place to keep her special sweets. Her long sticky jelly
snakes and her red, chewy cherry sweets. Then she can keep them in her pocket
and take them out whenever she needs one. The cosy, warm sock is a sleeping
bag for her toy teddy. At night time the little, yellow teddy snuggles in the sock
to keep him warm throughout the long, dark night. Sarah loves her sock and has
tried out several names like softy, cuddly and sticky but her favourite name for
it is socky. This sock is a snake. A hissing, wiggling snake that loves scaring her
little sister. It pops out from under her bed and jumps on her sister’s bed
making her jump and scream. When Sarah got to the forest the sock became a
flag for a stick and she used it to wave in the air while playing a game of hide
and seek in the woods but then it got stuck in the brambles. Sarah couldn’t
reach it and it blew into the river. Sarah was sad but she thought to herself
perhaps it will be a toy for the smooth, brown otters that live in the river. She
turned and saw a round, grey rock and picked it up. This rock is a dragon egg
that belongs to the oldest dragon in the forest….
Task 2
Underline the noun phrases in my story.

